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Revisions / Updates  
The following packages have some changes, as updated on ‘Statewide Project list’. Solicitation documents have 
been updated accordingly.  
 Added: None 
 Removed: None 
 Revised: None 
 
Question and Answer 
Some questions are not published to eliminate redundancies, and some are deemed unwarranted 
  
Southeast Region 
 
SEF 01, 1060-28-70 & 1228-21-71  
 
Q: It does not appear that Public Involvement is part of the contract and therefore it is not necessary to show 

this as part of the team qualifications or have someone with this specialty at the interview, please confirm. 
 

A: There will be a limited need for Public Involvement (PI) duties to be performed on the contract.  The PI 
position is not full time, the duties will be limited to: 

• Help build and maintain contact list 
• Production of a one page sheet per construction stage to be distributed via email 
• Assist with development of presentations as needed 
• Attend meetings with neighborhood groups  
• Attend a limited number of meetings with business group/owners 
• Attend meetings with local officials 

 
SW Region 
 
SW01, 1003-10-76/1003-10-81  
 
Q: Under the Deliverables section, bullet 3, the solicitation indicates “During winter months consultant staff 

levels will likely not be needed.”  Under the Basis of Payment Information section the solicitation indicates 
“Selected consultants will be required to apply field rate accounting consistent with FDM 8-10-20.”   This 
seems to conflict with the Deliverables statement.  FDM 8-10-20 indicates to qualify for field rate 
accounting the consultant staff must work in the Department's provided office(s) for an extended period of 
time over consecutive months.  It appears the intent is for that period to be 18 consecutive months for 
construction contract administration projects in accordance with 20.3.1.2.  If the consultant staff are not 
needed during the winter months does this project qualify for field rate accounting since the consultant 
staff may be on site from approximately March to December (10 consecutive months)? If the Department 
feels the project qualifies for field rate accounting, which of the 8 consultant staff does the Department 
foresee applying the field rate? 
 

A: There will be “winter shutdown” on these projects in 2017 and 2018. We do not anticipate all consultant 
staff to work full time during this period. Staffing changes may occur depending on project needs. If field 
rate accounting is required, it will be implemented in accordance with FDM 8-10-20.   
 

Bureau of Highway Maintenance 
 
BHM01, M0697-5X-XX 
 
Q: Solicitation states that there is no DBE subcontracting goals, but there may be goals established in the 

future based on subsequent contracts. Do we need to include a list of potential DBE sub consultants as 
requested in question #5 of NOI? 
 

A: No, you do not need to include potential DBE sub consultants in question #5 of the NOI questionnaire. 
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Q: Does the Bureau of Highway Maintenance know how may master contracts will awarded to landscape 

architect consultants under this solicitation? 
 

A: The number of master contract awarded will depend on the qualifications of the firms submitting NOIs. 
 

Q: Will we be notified when response to questions are posted to WisDOT website? 
 

A: Yes, an email will be sent to all current consultant contacts when the questions and answers are posted. 
 
Bureau of Technical Services 
 
BTS02, M0697-2X-XX 
 
Q: There is a requirement for the detection of subsurface voids, base layer thickness and bedrock depth 

using GPR with 2GHz antennas. It has been our experience that this requires greater depth capability 
than what 2GHz antennas provide.  Base layer thickness and voids may require 500MHz or 1GHz 
antennas and detection of bedrock may require antennas with even lower center frequency. Instead of 
only 2GHz antennas we would recommend the use of a range of antennas, depending on the application. 
 

A: In some cases we may be looking to detect voids that are directly beneath the pavement layer, and that 
may or may not be possible depending upon the pavement thickness and subsurface conditions 
encountered. 

 
Q: Regarding the detection of subsurface voids, we would like further clarification? GPR has the capability to 

provide a continuous scan of the entire lane width and can detect voids anywhere within the lane. We 
would like to know if you would like voids detected in locations only where FWD testing is done, at every 
joint, or anywhere throughout the pavement lane? 
 

A: For the purpose of these contracts, detection of voids would only be required in locations where FWD 
testing is being done. 

 
Q: In similar projects High Resolution Imaging (HRI) has been conducted concurrently with a GPR survey to 

document the pavement surface condition. Is there an interest in HRI of the pavement surface in addition 
to GPR and FWD, to document distress in areas associated with the FWD/GPR test sections? 
 

A: For the purposes of these contracts, HRI is not required. 
 

 
Office of Business Opportunity and Equity Compliance 
 
OBOEC01, M0697-4X-XX 
 
 
Q: Do you need to have a lawyer on the team? 

 
A: No, only consultants that will be providing legal services need to have a lawyer on the team.  Consultants 

do not need to be able to provide legal services to be selected. 
 
Q: Would a small DBE firm be an acceptable service provider? 

 
A: Yes, a small DBE consultant may selected if it is able to provide the required services. 

 
Q: Our “actual costs” are our services rendered as opposed to other types of vendors who may have 

material costs involved in addition to their labor fees.  Our services rendered are typically charged on an 
hourly basis and factor for the professional’s consultation time, select copying fees, standard mailing 
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expenses, phone fees, and administration time.  The terms listed in the RFP under “Basis of Payment 
Information” on page 4 state that the basis of payment will be “…actual cost plus fixed fee, lump sum or 
specific rate of compensation.”   Will WisDOT’s basis of payment for our type of services consist of our 
hourly rate or is WisDOT requesting that such expenses be line itemed separate from the consultant’s 
hourly rate/time?  Please clarify. 
 

A: Fees for the selected consultant may be under any one of the four basis of payment methods listed in 
solicitation of interest.  Contract pricing under all four methods will be based on an estimate of the 
consultant’s actual cost measured in accordance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation cost principles 
published at 48 CFR 31.  Cost elements for most professional services contracts are: direct labor, indirect 
costs (applied as a % of direct labor), other direct costs and fixed fee. 

 
Q: The confidentially terms stated under the Instructions for Consultants appear to apply only to the initial 

NOI submission. Do those terms extend to the Consultant Financial Report as well?   
 

A: The confidentiality terms under the Instruction for Consultants do not apply to the Consultant Financial 
Report.  Public information requests for information provided in Consultant Financial Report will be 
met/withheld in accordance with the requirements of Wisconsin Statutes. We will restrict disclosure of 
consultant indirect cost rate to certain third parties as described in Facilitates Development Manual 
Procedure 8-25-30.4. 
 

Q: If the answer to question #2 above is “no”,  and if we are required to submit or have on file with WisDOT a 
Consultant Financial Report, is WisDOT willing to sign a nondisclosure agreement assuring that our firm’s 
private financial records will not become public record?  As a private business, we are not required to 
publish our financial information.   
 

A: WisDOT will not sign a nondisclosure agreement. 
 
Q: Question #3 of the NOI questionnaire asks that we confirm specific representative projects along with 

specific deliverables and references (i.e., client names). Given the nature of our services, we are ethically 
bound from providing specific project/client details unless the client provides approval for such disclosure. 
In instances where clients do not provide such consent, will WisDOT accept descriptions that do not 
reveal confidential client information and do not reveal the name of the client?   
 

A: If WisDOT is not able to contact a reference WisDOT will evaluate the response based on the information 
provided.  
 

Q: Also within Question #3 of the NOI questionnaire, is WisDOT utilizing the term “Reference” in the context 
of the client contact or rather the firm’s key staff/project manager contact for that matter? 

 
A: The “Reference” is a client contact who is able to confirm the services provided in the response. 
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